
Renontres de Blois 2012 All abstrats reeivedfrom 11/2/2012 to 7/5/2012Appliation of high quality antiproton beam withmomentum ranging from 1 to 15 GeV/ to studyharmonium and exotis over DD̄-threshold.M.Yu. Barabanov, A.s. Vodopyanov Joint Institute forNulear Researhpresented by: M.Yu. Barabanov email-barabanov�jinr.ru,phone-+7(49621)64422, fax-+7(49621)65180oralThe study of strong interations and hadroni matter in the proess of antiproton-proton annihilation seems to be a hallenge nowadays. The researh of harmo-nium, harmed hybrids spetra and their main harateristis (mass, width andbranhing ratios) in experiments using antiproton beams with momenta rangingfrom 1 to 15 GeV/, are promising to understand the dynamis of quark intera-tions at small distanes. Charmonium spetrosopy is a good testing tool for thetheories of strong interations: QCD in both perturbative and non-perturbativeregimes, LQCD and QCD inspired phenomenologial potential models. Theelaborate analysis of harmonium and harmed hybrids spetra were arriedout, and the attempts to interpret a great quantity of experimental data over
DD̄-pair were onsidered. Using the ombined approah based on the quarko-nium potential model and relativisti top model for deay produts, several newstates of harmonium and harmed hybrids in the mass regi! on over the DD̄-threshold are expeted to exist. But muh more data on di�erent deay modesare needed for deeper analysis. These data an be derived diretly from thePANDA experiment with its high quality antiproton beam. The advantage ofantiproton beam onsists in intensive prodution of partile-antipartile pairswhih is observed in antiproton-proton annihilation. This fat allows one toarry out spetrosopi researh with good statistis and high auray.
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SNLS: 3 year results and perspetivesBetoule Mar on behalf of the SNLS ollaborationLPNHE, Parispresented by: Betoule Mar email-mar.betoule�lpnhe.in2p3.fr,phone-0671617024, fax-oralThe reent results from the analysis of the Supernova Legay Survey 3-yarsdata saample have settled the more stringent onstraint to date on the darkneergy equation of state. When ombined with baryon aousti oslllation mea-surements from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) ad meassurements of theosmi mirowave bakground power spetru from tthe WMAP-7 year data, SNedata deliver a measurement of te dark energyy equation of state w = -1.068 witha preision of 0.08, assuming a�att universe. However, the major part of thisunertainty is rlated to ssystematis in the analysis. We disuss the origin ofhese systematiis and present ongoing work to improve the situaioonProbing the absolute neutrino mass withKATRINDr. Lutz Bornshein Institute for Nulear PhysisKarlsruhe Institute of Tehnology Postfah 3640,D -76021 Karlsruhepresented by: Dr. Lutz Bornsheinemail-lutz.bornshein�kit.edu, phone-+4972160824700,fax-+4972160823548oralOne of the most fundamental tasks in astrophysis will be the determinationof the absolute mass sale of neutrinos. KATRIN will measure the neutrinomass with an expeted sensitivity of 0.2 eV. It will analyze the shape of thehigh energy end of the tritium-spetrum where a nonzero neutrino mass woulddistort the spetrum. High signal ount-rates and a very low bakground rateare required to reah the design sensitivity. The former is mainly onneted tothe stability of soure. Test experiments with soure omponents have shownthat the requirements for the KATRIN design sensitivity are ful�lled. Sinea single stored eletron in the main spetrometer an produe an enhanedbakground level for up to several hours, ountermeasures will be arried out tokeep it almost bakground free.
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Constraining Minimal Universal ExtraDimensions through LHC Higgs searhesG. Bélanger [1℄, A. Belyaev [2℄, M. Brown [2℄, M.Kakizaki [3℄, A. Pukhov [4℄ [1℄ LAPTH, Université deSavoie, CNRS, Frane; [2℄ hool of PPhysis andAstronomy, University of Southampton, UK; 3℄ Universityof Toyama, Japan; [4℄ Skobeltsyn Institute of NulearPhysis, Mosow State University,RRussiapresented by: Matthew Brown email-m.s.brown�soton.a.uk,phone-+442380593008, fax-oralThe minimal model of Universal Extra Dimensions (MUED) is brie�y reviewed.We explain how the ross-setions for Higgs prodution via gluon fusion anddeay into two photons are modi�ed, relative the the Standard Model (SM)values, by KK partiles running in loops, leading to an enhanement of the ggto h to two photons and gg to h to W+W- ross-setions. ATLAS and CMSsearhes for the SM Higgs in these hannels are reinterpreted in the ontext ofMUED and used to plae new limits on the MUED parameter spae. Only asmall region of between 1 and 3 GeV around mh = 125 GeV for 500 GeV < 1/R< 1600 GeV remains open at the 95Status and osillation results of the OPERAexperimentFlorian Brunet on behalf of the OPERA ollaborationLAPP Anneypresented by: Florian Brunet email-brunet�lapp.in2p3.fr,phone-+33450091667, fax-oralThe OPERA experiment, plaed 730 km downstream the CERN Neutrino beamto ran Sasso (CNGGS) in the LNGS underground laboratory, is designed tomeasure muo-neeutrino to tau-neutrino osillations in a diret appearane mde.The hybriid apparatus onsists of an emulsion/lead target oplemented byy ele-troni detetors. Due to the target struture made of thin lea platees, OPERAis able to detet eletromagneti showers, allowng searhhes for tau eletronideays and for osillations from muon-neutrino to eletron-neutrino. The ex-perimntaal set-up and assoiated failities used to extrat data reoded in theeemulsion will be desribed, with the speial proedures aimed to lotee inter-ation verties and detet short deay topologies. OPER is takingg data sine3



2008. A �rst nu-tau interation andidate was already pulishhed in 2010. Newresults with inreased statistis will be pesented. In ppartiular, an overview ofthe studies related to eletrons will behhhon..STAR Spae-Time Asymmetry ResearhS. Buhman, R.L. Byer, J. Hall, J. Lipa, S. Saraf, T.Al-Saud, M. Almajed, H Altwaijry, C Braxmaier, HDittus, A. Peters, J. Conklin, D. DeBra, R. Hunt, B.Jaroux, M. Liu, J. Sargle, C. Sobek, K-X. Sun, J.Marmie Stanford University Univerity of CColorado,Boulder King Adulaziz City for Siene and Tehnology(KACST) University of Applied Sienes KonstanzHTWG Dehes Zentrumm Fuer Luft- Und RaumfahrtE.V Humbodt Univerrsitaet zu Berlin NASA mesReseaarh Centepresented by: S. Buhman email-sbuhman�stanford.edu, phone-1650 823 4905, fax-1 650 724 5065oralWe desribe the proposed Spae-Time Asymmetry Researh projet, STAR,that will test Speial Relativity by searhing for violations of Lorentz invarianethat would a�et the behavior of matter and the propagation of light throughspae-time by omparing two types of loks in Low Earth Orbit in a KennedyThorndike experiment. Orbital veloity and period will enhane the signal bya fator of >100 over a diurnal ground experiment. STAR will probe the limitsof auray of Lorentz invariane, a ritial assumption in Einstein's relativitytheories and in the Standard Model that enapsulates the interations of matterand energy in all phenomena.
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Cosmi Mirowave Bakground PolarizationResults from the QUIET ExperimentImmanuel Buder for the QUIE CCollaboration TheUniversity of Chiago / Kavli Insitutee for CosmologialPhysispresented by: Immanuel Buder email-ibuder�uhiago.edu,phone-+1 773 702 1893, fax-oralIn�ationary osmology postulates a period of aelerated expansion in the �rst
10−30 s of the Universe. In�ationarymoodels are attrative beause they anexplain the origin of struture, the absene of monopoles, and the horizon and�atness problems. Althouh in�attion is onsistent with existing data, the fun-damental physis responsible for it is unknown. Cosmi Miowavve Bakground(CMB) measurements promise to verify one of the outstanding preditions ofin�ation: odd-parity polarization modes. I will deribee the QUIET experimentand results from observations at 43 and 95 GHz. The nique QUIEET designleads to the lowest levels of systemati ontamination in the in�ation signalreported by any CMB polarization experiennt.Supersymmetri minimal B - L model at the TeVsale wit right-handded Majorana neutrinodarkmaatterZahary Burell, Nobuhika Okada University of Alabamapresented by: Zahary Burell email-zmburell�rimson.ua.edu,phone-2058867685, fax-2053485051oralWe propose a supersymmetri extension of the minimal B −L model where weonsider a new Z2-parity under whih one right-handed neutrino is assigned oddparity. When the Majorana Yukawa oupling of a Z2-even right-handed neutrinois large, radiative orretions will drive the mass squared of the orrespondingright-handed sneutrino to negative values, breaking the B−L gauge symmetryat the TeV sale in a natural way. Aditionally, RR-parity is broken and thusthe onventional supersymmetri dark matter andidate, the neutralino, is nolonger viable. Thanks to the Z2-parity, the Z2-odd right-handed neutrino re-mains a stable dark matter andidate even in the presene of R-parity violation.We demonstrate that the dark matter reli abundane with an enhaned anni-hilation ross setion by the B−L gauge boson (Z') resonane is in aord withthe urrent observations.Therefore, it follows that the mass of this dark matter5



partile is lose to half of the Z' boson mass. If the Z' boson is disovered at theLarge Hadron Collider, it will give rise to novel probes of dark matter: The ob-served Z' boson mass will delineate a narrow range of allowed dark matter mass.If the Z' boson deays to a pair of dark matter partiles, a preise measurementof the invisible deay width an reveal the existene of the dark matter partile.The EDELWEISS Dark Matter searh fromphase 2 to phase 3.Antoine CAZES, on behalf of the EDELWEISSCollaboration. Institut de Physique Nuléaire de Lyon -Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1presented by: Antoine Cazes email-a.azes�ipnl.in2p3.fr,phone-+33 4 72 43 15 34, fax-+33 4 72 44 80 04oralThe EDELWEISS-3 experiment searhes for dark matter. Nulear reolss areobserved both by ionisation and temperature measurements in Germaniumbolometers. EDELWEISS-3 is an upgraded version of the EDELWEISS-2 exper-iment and will ontain up to forty 800-g Ge detetors with a fully interdigitizedeletrode readout sheme. Other improvements are the ryogenis, the shield-ing of the detetors and the front-end eletronis that have been updated forimproved data readout and noise redution. Furthermore, a new analysis ofEDELWEISS-2 data has been performed to extend the limits of WIMP searhin the low mass region. Th urrent staatus of EDELWEISS-3 will be disussedas well as the latest analysis results from EDELWEISS-2.Status and perspetives of the MEG ExperimentFabrizio Cei (On behalf of the MEG Collaboration) INFNand University of Pisapresented by: Fabrizio Cei email-fabrizio.ei�pi.infn.it,phone-+39(050)2214409, fax-+39(050)2214460oralThe MEG experiment is searhing for the Lepton Flavour violating deay µ+ →
e+γ sine several years. Using the data olleted in 2009 and 2010 the exper-iment set a 90% C.L. upper bound on the branhing ratio of this proess of
2.4× 10−12, whih is the best limit in the world and updates the previous oneby a fator of 5. The experiment ontinues its data-taking and is expeted toreah a sensitivity on the µ+ → e+γ branhing ratio of a few times 10−13 in thenext few years. 6



Minimal Composite In�ationPhongpihit Channuie Centre for Partile PhysisPhenomenology (CP3-Origins) and Danish Institute forAdvaned Study (DIAS), University of Southern Denmarkpresented by: email-hannuie�p3.dias.sdu.dk, phone-(+45)40945657,fax-posterWe investigate models in whih the in�aton emerges as a omposite �eld ofa four dimensional, strongly interating and non-supersymmetri gauge theoryfeaturing only fermioni matter. We demonstrate how to use strong dynamisto onstrut models of omposite in�ation via non-minimal oupling to gravity.Finally, we disover that the ompositeness sale of in�ation is of the order ofthe grand uni�ed energy sale.Measurement onerning neutrino veloity fromthe Iarus experiment.Krzysztof Cieslik on behalf of ICARUS T600Collaboration The Henryk Niewodnizanski Institute ofNulear Physis, Polish Aademy of Siene, Krakowpresented by: Krzysztof Cieslik email-ieslik�ifj.edu.pl,phone-+48692451166, fax-+48126628012oralThe Iarus detetor is the largest liquid Argon TPC detetor ever built ( 600 tonLAr mass). It operates underground at the LNGS laboratory in Gran Sasso. Ithas been smoothly running sine summer 2010, olleting data with the CNGSbeam and with osmis. The Iarus detetor provides uniform imaging andalorimetry with unpreedented auray. Its apabilities for trak reonstru-tion, momentum and energy measurements and partile identi�ation will beshown. The reent measurement of the veloity of neutrinos from the CNGSbeam with short bunhes, onsistent with the speed of light, will be disussed.Moreover, results from the searh for the analogue to Cherenkov radiation, aspredited by Cohen and Glashow for superluminal neutrinos, will be presented.
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Nonzero θ13 and Neutrino Masses from Modi�edTribimaximal Mixing MatrixAsan Damanik Sanata Dharma University, Yogyakarta,Indonesiapresented by: Asan Damanik email-d.asan�lyos.om,phone-+62-274-883037, fax-oralWe modify the tribimaximal neutrino mixing matrix in order to aommodatethe nonzero θ13 as reently reported by T2K ollaboration. By using the mod-i�ed tibimximal mixing matrix and experimental data of neutrino osillations,we disuss the hierarhy of neutrino mass, absolute values of neutrino massesand its phenomenologial impliations.Interpretation of the OPERA's experiment by atheory of etherDelort Eole Centrale Parispresented by: Thierry Delort <alass="moz-txt-link-abbreviated"href="mailto:email-tdelort�yahoo.fr">email-tdelort�yahoo.fr</a>,phone-003343664257, fax-oralWe show that OPERA's experiment is ompletely in agreement with a Theoryof ether already published in 5 artiles in the review Physis Essays, and sothat onsequentkly this Opera's experiment on�rms the theory of ether, thatappears to be the only general alternative theory to speial and general relativitySearhing for Dark Matter: The LUXExperimentLuiz de Viveiros, on behalf of the LUX CollaborationLIP-Coimbrapresented by: Luiz de Viveirosemail-luiz.deviveiros�oimbra.lip.pt, phone-+351-911765421, fax-oralLUX (Large Underground Xenon) is a dark matter detetion experiment using a350 kg dual-phase Xe TPC. It aims at a WIMP-nuleon ross-setion sensitivity8



of 7e − 46cm2 for a 100 GeV WIMP. It will surpass all existing dark matterlimits for WIMP masses above 10 GeV within days of beginning its siene run.LUX has ended the surfae run in the Sanford Lab at Homestake, where allsystems were tested in their �nal on�guration, and is urrently being deployedunderground. Light and harge signals were alibrated using radioative souresand Muon traks during a 90-day period of stable ryogeni operation. It marksthe �rst suessful use of tehnologies proposed for tonne-sale detetors, suhas water shielding and thermosyphon ryogenis.Subjet: abstrat2012 oral other From: www-data <www-data�wwwobs.obspm.fr>Date: 24/04/2012 16:23 To: Ludwik.Celnikier�obspm.fr CC: klima�fnal.govThe Double Chooz resultsVinent Durand CEA Salay/DSM/IRFU/SPPpresented by: Vinent Durand email-vinent.durand�ea.fr,phone-0033169083748, fax-The Double Chooz experiment onsists of two idential detetors, measuringthe �ux of eletron antineutrinos oming from the nulear reators of Chooz inthe Frenh Ardennes. Th goal is to measure the leptoni parameter θ13. Oneof the two detetors, the farthest of the ores, sensitive to θ13, is already takingdata sine April 2011. The other detetor, the nearest, aiming at monitoring thereator antineutrino �ux, is under onstrution and is expeted to be deliveredin 2013. In thistalk wiill be presented the experiment, its onept and detetionmethod as well as its results on θ13.How to onstrut self/anti-self harge onjugatestates for higher spins? (From neutrino tophoton, graviton and all that)Valeriy Dvoeglazov Universidad de Zaateaspresented by: V V Dvoeglazovemail-vdvoeglazov�yahoo.om.mx, phone-52 492 9241314, fax-52 4929241314oralWe onstrut self/anti-self harge onjugate (Majorana-like) states for the (1/2,0) +(0, 1/2) representation of the Lorentz group, and for higher spins withinthe quantum �eld teory. TThe problems of the basis rotations and that ofthe seletion of phases in the Dira-like and Majorana-like �eld operators areonsidered. It seems that in many areas of partile/neutrino physis and astro-physis salar �elds are required. We show that the non-linear realization of theantisymmetri tensor �elds of spin 1 and spin 2 may provide suh states with9



S=0. The disrete symmetries properties (P, C, T) are studied. The orrespond-ing dynamial equations are presented. We further review several experimentalonsequenes whih follow from the previous works of M. Kirhbah et al. onneutrinoless double beta deay, and G.J. Ni et al. on meson lifetimes. Theresults are generalized for spins 1, 3/2 and2..The gamma-ray view of the Galati CentreregionChristopher van Eldik Erlangen Centre for AstropartilePhysis, University of Erlangenpresented by: Christopher van Eldikemail-hristopher.van.eldik�physik.uni-erlangen.de,phone-+4991318527062, fax-+4991318528774oralThe H.E.S.S. gamma-ray instrument provides the to date most preise observa-tions of the Galati Centre in the very-high-energy range (0.1-10 TeV). Thisompliated and dense region hosts many putative soures of VHE gammarays, of whih the blak hole Sagittarius A* is a prime andidate. In fat, astrong point-like gamma-ray soure oinident with Sgr A* has been deteted byH.E.S.S., surrounded by di�use gamma-ray emission along the Galati plane.The astrophysial impliations of these measurements will be disussed. Fur-thermore, the predition of a rather dense Galati Dark Matter halo makesthe Galati Centre a prime andidate to searh for signals of DM annihilation.Limits obtained by H.E.S.S. for suh searhes are reported.CP violation in harm and tau at BelleDenis Epifanov University of Tokyopresented by: Denis Epifanovemail-epifanov�hep.phys.s.u-tokyo.a.jp, phone-+81-(03)-5841-7614,fax-+81-(03)-5841-8308oralReent experimental results on the searh for CP violation in D meson deaysat Belle are presented. Study of CP violation in τ− → KSπ
−ντ deay at Belleis disussed. Possibilities to measure CP violation in τ deays at B-fatories arereviewed.
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How will be LHC Higgs Boson ( Physis Afterthe Proton-Proton Collision)Ahmad Reza Estakhr Independent Researhpresented by: email-ahmadreza.estakhr�gmail.om, phone-, fax-posterAfter the ollision of Proton with Proton, How muh energy "in the form ofphotons" should be released to generate (detet) a moving Higgs boson witha momentum equal to energy of released photons!? (hese alulattions are a-ording to the SM, new limits for Higgs boson (90 145 Gev) and also aordingto the CERN aelerator (LHC) Power.)
β(LHC)=00.9999999991 LHC speed parameter
γ(LHC)=74553.559942 LHC Lorentz fator.P+P→H+E, 2P→H+EP relativisti Protonp rest protoH relativisti Higgs bosonh rest higgs booson (h190 ∼ h2145 Gev)E energy of released photons.
E = P (1− h2/4P 2))E1=6.99318 Tev E2=6.99271 Tev E1-E2=462.038 MMev ∼ H2-H1
γ(h1)=777.770839642β(h1)=0.9999171959 γ(h2)=48.223598425β(h2)=099997850819The EXO-200 double beta deay experimentAndrea Poar (plaeholder for the EXO Collaboration)University of Massahusettspresented by: to be deided email-poar�physis.umass.edu,phone-+1 413-545-2011, fax-oralEXO-200 is an experiment running underground at the WIPP site in New Mex-io to searh for the neutrino-less double beta deay of Xe-136. The experiment,the �rst to have measured the rare 2-neutrino double beta deay of suh an iso-tope, is olleting data in its �nal low-bakground on�guration. The status ofthe searh will be presented.
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UHECR lustering and Maps by Heavyradioative nulei?Daniele Fargion Phys Depart Rome University 1 INFrome 1,Plee A,Moro 2,00185presented by: D.Fargion email-daniele.fargion�roma1.infn.it,phone-00390649914287, fax-oralUHECR (Ultra High Cosmi Rays) made by He-like lightest nulei might solvethe AUGER extragalati lustering along Cen A: He UHECR annot arrivefrom Virgo beause the light nulei fragility and opaity above few Mp; UHECRsignals are lustering along Cen-A spreading as observed by horizontal galatiarms magneti �elds, along random vertial angles.UHECR He, being fragileshould partially fragment in seondaries at tens EeV multiplet (D,He3,p) almostas it ours in the very reent UHECR multiplet at 20 EeV along Cen A UHECRlustering. Their narrow rowding within a tiny (Cen A entri disk) observationarea (below 10−2 of the whole AUGER sky) aligned with Cen A may our bya very low probability, below 3 ∗ 10−5. Remaining UHECR spread group showorrelations with other gamma (MeV-Al26 radioative) maps, mainly due togalati SNR soures as Vela pulsar, the brightest, nearest GeV soure. Othernearest galati gamma soures (as partially Crab and Galati Cente! r ore)show links with UHECR via TeV orrelated maps. We speulate here thatUHECR are also heavy radioative galati nulei asNi56, Ni57 and Co57,Co60widely bent (tens degree up to 100deg, by galati �elds. UHECR radioativity(in beta,gamma hannels) deay in �ight at hundreds keV is boosted (by hugeLorentz fator 109 − 108) leading to TeVs gamma orrelated sky anisotropy.Tau neutrinos seondaries and their tau airshowers at horizons may rise (fromhundreds TeVs-PeVs) in future ICECUBE,ANTARES, double bang events , orin ARGO and ASHRA horizons or in AUGER or TA airshowers at PeVs-EeVenergies, showing the expeted Neutrino astronomy link to nulei UHECR deayin �ight.
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Projet 8: Towards a New Eletron SpetrosopyProjet 8 Collaboration University of Washington ai�Northweest National Laboratory Universityof SSantaBarbara Massahusetts Institute of Tehnolgyypresented by: Daniel Furse email-dlfurse�mit.edu, phone-+49 1767128 6452, fax-oralProjet 8 is a new, non-destrutive tehnique for eletron spetrosopy, origi-nally oneived as a high-preision suessor to urrent tritium β-deay neutrinomass experiments. The measurement priniple exploits the relativisti shift ofthe ylotron frequeny to leverage an aurate frequeny determination into ameasurement of an eletron energy spetrum, with many potential appliations.A �rst prototype at the University of Washington has been built by the ollab-oration to develop the tehnique, whih presently is taking data with keV-rangeonversion eletrons from a gaseous 83Kr soure. This report provides a detailedoverview of the tehnique and prototype detetor, urrent measurement resultsand future outlook.Searh for 136Xe neutrinoless double beta deaywith the Enrihed Xenon Observatory (EXO)Guillaume Giroux for the EXO ollaboration AlbertEinstein Center for Fundamental Physis, Laboratory forHigh Energy Physis, University of Bern, Switzerlandpresented by: Guillaume Giroux email-squirrelgui�gmail.om,phone-+41 31 631 51 05, fax-+41 31 631 44 87oralThe EXO ollaboration is aimed at searhing for neutrinoless double beta deayof Xe-136. Suh observation would determine an absolute mass sale for theneutrinos, establish their Majorana nature, and onstitute physis beyond theStandard Model. The EXO-200 detetor is a single phase liquid xenon ultra lowbakground TPC, with an ative mass of 110kg of 80.6% enrihed xenon in theisotope 136. The detetor is urrently operating at the WIPP site and olletingdata with enrihed xenon sine May 2011. Results of the EXO-200 detetor willbe presented. The ollaboration R& D e�orts for a ton sale experiment willalso be disussed.
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Cosmologial solutions for a gravitational modelwith a sigma model soureAnastasia Golubtsova and Vladimir Ivashhuk Peoples'Friendship University of Russia, Institute f Grravitationand Cosmology,presented by: Anastasia Golubtsova email-siedhe�gmail.om,phone-+7 903 814 38 43, fax-GolubtsovaWe onstrut exat analytial solutions in the multidimensional gravity witha non-linear sigma model soure. The gravitational model is de�ned on theprodut manifold, whih ontains n Einstein fator spaes. General osmologialtype solutions to the �eld equations are obtained when n − 1 fator spaesare Rii-�at. The solutions are de�ned up to solutions of geodesi equationsorresponding to a sigma-model target spae. A sublass of Kasner-like solutionsis derived when all fator manifolds are Rii-�at. We show that for this asethere exist solutions desribing the aelerated expansion of our spae.PDFs in the light of LHC dataAlberto Gu�anti Niels Bohr Institute - University ofCopenhagenpresented by: Alberto Gu�anti email-alberto.gu�anti�nbi.dk,phone-+4535325238, fax-oralAfter presenting a systemati omparison of preditions for observables at theLHC experiments obtained using di�erent sets od Parton Distribution Funtions(PDFs), I will disuss the impat of inluding data from the LHC in modernPDF �ts. A Basis for Dark EnergyJohn C. Handbury University of Waterloo, Canadapresented by: John Handbury email-jhandbury�pusl.om,phone-647-981-5646, fax-oralThe equations of motion of the Robertson-Walker metri are alulated andompared to a onventional gravitational orbit with massive objets. The om-parison yields an 'e�etive' mass that is not baryoni, but is based on the urva-14



ture of the Universe. When the density of this e�etive mass is alulated anddivided by the ritial density to obtain Ùe�, its value is found to be onstanteverywhere (a neessity for a homogeneous universe) and varies with time. Itrequires that the present universe be almost �at, whih is in agreement withobservations. The possibility that this ould be the Dark Energy omponent,ÙË, is onsidered. The alulation of pressure shows that the equation of statefor the dark energy omponent ùË would be about -1/3. This would result insubstantially a "oasting" universe, expanding at a onstant rate, again whihmay agree with urrent observations.Subjet:Substruture of Massive Boosted Jets and theTemplate Overlap MethodL. Almeida, M. Bakovi O. Erdogan, J. Juknevih, S.J.Lee, G. Perez, G. Sterman, J. Winter Institut dePhysique Theorique, CEA-Salay, F-91191, Gif-sur-Yvetteedex, Frane CN Yang Insstiitute for Theoretial PhysisStony rook Uniiversity, Stony Brook, New York11794-3840, USA Departet o� PPartile Physis andAstrophysis Weizman Instittute of Siene, Rehovot76100, Israel Department o� PPhysis, Korea AdvanedInstitute of Siene and Tehnology 335 Gwaak-ro,Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 305-701, Korea CER,TheoryDiivision, CH1211 Geneva 23, Switerrlnddpresented by: Jose Juknevihemail-jose.juknevih�weizmann.a.il, phone-+972-8-934-6506, fax-oralProesses with top quarks, standard model Higgs and eletroweak boson jetsallow for tests of perturbative QCD and are important bakgrounds for moreexoti phenomena. Over the past few years, senarios have been proposed inwhih these heavy partiles are produed at large transverse momentum. Athigh enough pT, their deay produts will appear as heavy, ollimated jets.Even suh exoti states, however, will oexist with a substantial tail of the massdistribution of light-parton QCD jets. Thus it will generally be neessary tostudy jet substruture systematially to distinguish suh a signal. In this talk,we review and disuss jet substruture methods that aim to fully apture thespiky nature of the energy �ow inside the jets that arises from the deay ofboosted heavy partiles. A searh for boosted Higgs based on template overlapmethod is presented as well. 15



Experimental studies of GPDs in hard exlusivereationsEva-Maria Kabuss Institut fuer Kernphysik MainzUniversitypresented by: Eva-Maria Kabuss email-emk�kph.uni-mainz.de,phone-004961313925807, fax-004961313922960oralGeneralised parton distributions (GPD) provide a new way to study the nu-leon struture. Experimentally they an be aessed using hard exlusive pro-esses suh as deeply virtual Compton sttering and meson prodution. Firstinsights toGPDs were allready obtained from measurements atDESY, JLABaand CERN, while new ambitious studie are plaanned at the upgraded JLABat 12 GeV andat CERN. Heere, emphasis will be put onto the planned COM-PASS II proraamm.CMB Measurements with the South PoleTelesopeRyan Keisler, SPT Collaboration University of Chiagopresented by: Ryan Keisler email-rkeisler�gmail.om,phone-1-312-391-3312, fax-noneoralThe South Pole Telesope (SPT) is 10-meter, mm-wave telesope observingfrom the geographi South Pole with an unpreedented ombination of angularresolution and sensitivity. I will desribe our e�orts to measure the CMB tem-perature power spetrum at small angular sales and the resulting onstraintson osmologial parameters, suh as the number of relativisti partile speies inthe early universe. I will also highlight SPT's reent measurements of the gravi-tational lensing of the CMB, whih provides information on matter �utuationsat intermediate redshifts. Finally, I will desribe SPT-pol, the new amera onSPT that aims to provide the �rst detetion of the B-mode polarization of theCMB, a signature of lensing and in�ation.
16



Investigating anisotropies in the osmiexpansion with the Nearby Supernova FatoryThe Nearby Supernova Fatory Collaboration AGAstroteilhenphysik Physikalishes Institut derUniversittt Bonnpresented by: Matthias Kershhagglemail-mkersh�physik.uni-bonn.de , phone-+49 (0)228 73-4176, fax-+49(0)228 73-5081oralThe Copernian priniple is a key building blok of ;CDM, the present on-ordane model of osmology. On small sales (several 100 Mp), however,homogeneity and isotropy of the osmos do not hold true sine matter is on-entrated in large-sale strutures. Consequently, gravitational attrators leadto signi�ant peuliar motions and bulk �ows of galaxies seen in the nearbyHubble �ow (z<0.1). SNe Ia an be used to map orresponding veloity �elds,deviating from the simple ;CDM predition. his talk will present new results onanisotropies in the nearby Hubble expansion using 117 SNe Ia measured by theNearby Supernova Fatory at low redshifts (0.014 <z<0.12) plaing onstraintsin a redshift range extending beyond the Shapley Conentration.Generation of high-energy partiles, neutrino andfotons in magnetosphere of ollapsing starKryvdyk Volodymyr Taras Shevhenko NationalUniversity of Kyivpresented by: Kryvdyk Volodymyr email-kryvdyk�univ.kiev.ua,phone-+380 44 526 4507, fax-+380 44 526 4507posterThe generation of partiles, photons and neutrinos in magnetosphere of ollaps-ing star are onsidered. These proesses are aused the self-interation initialaelerating in magnetosphere protons and eletrons. The seond partiles andphotons will arise as a result of this self-interation, whih in turn will generateharged partiles, photons and neutrino (asade proess). These proesses areespeially e�etive for the formation ollapsing star magnetosphere from the se-ondary harged partiles. In addition, the partiles, photons and neutrinos willbe generated in magnetosphere of ollapsing star as result of these proesses.
17



Latest results from XENON100 dataThe XENON Collaboration Subatehpresented by: Lua Sotto Lavinaemail-sotto�subateh.in2p3.fr, phone-+33 (0) 25185 8543, fax-oralXENON100 is the urrent phase of the XENON dark matter program, whihaims the diret detetion of WIMPs with liquid xenon time-projetion hambers.We present the status of the experiment after more than 200 days taken in2011/2012 during whih the detetor improved in terms of more alibrationdata, higher xenon purity and better bakground removal. The status of thenext generation XENON1T detetor will be also shown.The NA62 experiment at CERNCristina Lazzeroni University of Birminghampresented by: Speaker to be deided at a later stageemail-ristina.lazzeroni�ern.h, phone-, fax-oralIn the �rst phase of the experiment, a preision measurement of the heliity-suppressed ratio RK of the K+- to e+- nu and K+- to mu+- nu deay rateshas been performed using the full data set olleted by the NA62 experimentin 2007�2008. The result is in agreement with the Standard Model expeta-tion, and onstrains two-Higgs-voublets extension of the Standard Model. Inits seond pphase the experiment will study the deay K+ to pi+nunu. Therare eayss K to pinunu are exellent proesses to make tests of new physis atthe highest sale omplementary to LHC thanks to their theoretially leaness.The NA62 experiment at CERN SPS aims to llet of the order of 100 K+ top+nunu events in two years of data taking, keeping the bakground at the levelof 10
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Plasma in�uene on the proess of the spin lightof neutrinoAlexey Lokhov Mosow State Universitypresented by: Alexey Lokhov email-lokhov.alex�gmail.om,phone-, fax-oralWe present the further development of the theory of spin light of neutrino (SLν)- a new possible mehanism of eletromagneti radiation produed by neutrinoin dense matter or external �elds. We partiularly onsider the propagation ofneutrino in dense old plasma. The method of exat solutions of the modi�edDira equation is exploited. We derive the spetrum of the emitted plasmon andthe di�erential probability and intensity of radiation as well as the total rateand power of the onsidered proess. These values are estimated for a set ofparameters that ould desribe possible astrophysial situations (neutron starset.).Statistial riteria for step-like anomalies inumulative spetraA.V. Lokhov, F.V. Tkahov, P.S. Trukhanov MosowState Universitypresented by: Alexey Lokhov email-lokhov.alex�gmail.om,phone-, fax-posterWe present a non-trivial example of appliation of the statistial method ofquasi-optimal weights and onstrut a onvenient statistial iterion for ssearhesof step-like anomalies in umulative spetra suh as the tritium beta-deay spe-tra in the Troitsk-nu-mass and similar experiments (Mainz, KATRIN, et.). Theobtained riterion is almost as powerful as the loally most powerful one nearthe null hypothesis and appreiably exels the onventional χ2 and Kolmgorov-Smirrnov tests. A less powerful riterion of pairwise orrelations of neighboursis also proposed; it is, however, more roust and senssitive to anomalies of moregeneral shapes. The obtained riteria are applied to the Troitsk-ν-mass data.The prsene o� step-like anomalies in the Troitsk-ν-mass spetrum is shown tobe statistially rejetd..
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Results of T2KSilvestro di Luise ETH Zurihpresented by: Silvestro di Luise email-Silvestro.Di.Luise�ern.h,phone-+41762725224, fax-oralT2K is an o�-axis long baseline neutrino osillation experiment designed tomeasure the θ13 mixing parameter through the observation of νe appearane ina νµ beam. Conurrent measurement of νµ disappearane allows re�ned mea-surements of the atmospheri ∆m2 and of the θ23 mixing parameters. Analsisof datta taken from January 2010 to Marh 2011 led to the �rst indiationof νµ → νe appearne (2.55 σ signi�ane), opening the way to CP violationsearhes in the leptoni setor. Measurement f νµ disappearane were performedas well. Data taking restarted in Marh 2012 at higher intensity. Results, datataking status and future plans will be disuussed.Searh for Neutrinoless Double Beta Deay withCUORECUORE Collaboration Universita' di Milano Bioapresented by: Ceilia Maiano email-Ceilia.Maiano�mib.infn.it,phone-, fax-oralThe Cryogeni Underground Observatory for Rare Events (CUORE) is an ex-periment to searh for neutrinoless double beta deay (0nuDBD) in Te-130 andoteer rare proesses. The observation of 0nuDBD would indiate that neutri-nos are Majorana partiles and would provide information about the absoluteneutrino mass sale. CUORE is a bolometri detetor omposed of 988 TeO2rystals, with the total mass of about 750 kg of natural Tellurium. The ex-periment is loated at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso in Italy andis now approahing the �nal stage of onstrution. Most of the rystals havebeen produed, and the �nal test of the Cuore assembly line (so alled Cuore-0test) is expeted to be up and running by the end of May 2012. If suessful,the onstrution of the full Cuore detetor will begin in summer 2012 and isexpeted to �nish by 2014. The tlk will ssummarize the physis reah of theexperiment, the status of the onstrution, in partiular of CUORE-0, and theexpeted sensitivity.
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Searh for sterile neutrinos at a newShort-Base-Line CERN neutrino beamNioletta Mauri on behalf of the NESSiE CollaborationINFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Frasati, Via EnrioFermi 40, I-00044 Frasati (Roma), Italypresented by: Nioletta Mauri email-nioletta.mauri�lnf.infn.it,phone-+39 0694032912, fax-+39 0694032582oralIn the last few years the experimental results on neutrino/antineutrino osil-lations at Short-Baseline (SBL) showed a tension with several phenomenologi-al models. The reent and arefully reomputed antineutrino �uxes from nu-lear reators have further inreased this tension drawing a piture not fullyompatible with the 3 neutrino osillation senario. We will present an ex-perimental searh for sterile neutrinos with a new CERN-SPS neutrino beamusing muon spetrometers and large LAr detetors. To de�nitively larify thephysis issue, the proposed experiment will study osillations in a muon neu-trino/antineutrino beam, both in appearane and disappearane modes, in therange of ∆m2 ∼ 1eV2.Multidimensional Cosmology and Variations ofFundamental ConstantsV.N. Melnikov Center for Gravitation and FundamentalMetrology, VNIIMS, and Instiute oof Gravitation andCosmology, PFUR.presented by: V.N. Melnikov email-melnikov�phys.msu.ru,phone-+7-495-781-28-68, fax-+7-495-781-28-78oralProblems of gravitation as the fundamental interation and fundamental phys-ial onstants hoie, their lassi�ation, number, preision of measurement,possible variations are analyzed. Integrable multidimensional gravitational andosmologial models with salar �elds, forms and other matter soures are de-sribed and their role in solving basi problems of modern osmology and blakhole physis, suh as the present aeleration of the Universe, nonsingular initialstate, stability of fundamental onstants et. is pointed out. The results areompared with existing experimental and observational data. Speial attentionis devoted to theories with variations of onstants e.g. STT and multidimen-sional ones and the problems of G and á: absolute value measurements, possibletime and range variations. 21



Z' signals in polarised top-antitop �nal statesL. Basso (1), K Mimasu (2), S. Moretti (2,3) (1)Albert-Ludwigs-Universitat, Freiburg, DE (2) Uniersity ofSouthampton, UK (3) Rtherford Appleton Laboratory,Didot,UUKpresented by: K. Mimasu email-k.mimasu�soton.a.uk,phone-+44(0)2380593008, fax-oralWe study the sensitivity of top-antitop samples produed at all energy stagesof the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to the nature of an underlying Z' boson, inpresene of full tree level standard model (SM) bakground e�ets and relativeinterferenes. We onentrate on di�erential mass spetra as well as both spatialand spin asymmetries thereby demonstrating that exploiting ombinations ofthese observables will enable one to distinguish between sequential Z's and thosepertaining to Left-Right symmetri models as well as E6 inspired ones, assumingrealisti �nal state reonstrution e�ienies and error estimates. We go on todisuss other models suited to this hannel.Some aspets of the solvable f(R,T) modelsDavood Momeni Department of Physis ,Tarbiat MoallemUniversity, Tehran , Iranpresented by: Davood Momeniemail-davidmathphys�yahoo.om, phone-, fax-oralIn this talk, we investigate the solvable osmologial models in the frame of thenew model f(R,T), where R is the Rii salar and T is the trae of the stress-energy tensor. This model was reently proposed by [T. Harko, F.S.N. Lobo,S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Phys. Rev. D 84, 024020 (2011)℄. We show that thedust �uid reprodue ΛCDM, phantom-non phantom era and also the phantomosmology with some spei�ed forms of the ation f(R, T ).
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Thermal Neutron AeleratorsC.Amareshwar Prasad Andhra Universitypresented by: C.Amareshwar Prasademail-amarsorner�gmail.om, phone-+919494271845, fax-oralThe main aim of this proposal it to reveal the serets of the universe by a-elerating neutrons. The proposal idea in its abridged version speaks aboutthe possibility of making neutrons aelerate with help of thermal energy andmagneti energy under ontrolled onditions. Whih is helpful in revealing thehidden serets of the universe like dark energy and in �nding Higgs Boson.TILTED BULK DUST COSMOLOGICALMODELANITA BAGORA JAIPUR NATIONALUNIVERSITY,JAIPURpresented by: RAKESHWAR PUROHITemail-anitabagora�gmail.om, phone-, fax-oralRakeshwar Purohit Anita Bagora(Menaria) (1) .L. Sukhaddia University, Udaipur-313001, India,ramkrishnadr�gmail.om (2) Jaipu Natiional University, Jaipur-302025, India, anitabagora�gmail.omAbstrat. Banhi typeI bulk visous �uid tilted osmologial model �lledwith dust �uid is investigated.We assume that (onstant),where is the oe�-ient of bulk visosity and is the expansion in the model.Also,we have assumeda ondition A = (BC)1/3 between metri potential. The physial and geomet-rial aspets of the model in the presene and absene of bulk visosity arealso disussed. Keywords Tilteed osmologial model; Bulk visosity; Bianhitype-I universe. PACS numbes: 998.80.-k, 04.20.-q 2000 Mathmatis SubjetClassi�ation: 83C50, 83F05. *Crresponding Ahhho
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Reent Results from the MINOS ExperimentXinjie Qiu (for the MINOS ollaboration) StanfordUniversitypresented by: Xinjie Qiu email-xjqiu�stanford.edu, phone-+1(612) 226-6022, fax-oralThe MINOS experiment is a long-baseline aelerator neutrino osillation ex-periment, designed to study the neutrino osillation mixing parameters. TheNuMI beams are sent from Fermilab through two magnetized traking alorime-ter detetors, one 1km downstream at Fermilab, the other 735 km away in theSoudan underground lab in Minnesota. The neutrino �ux is studied before andafter osillations to make preision measurements of the atmospheri neutrinoosillation parameters sin2(2θ13) and |∆m2
23| by muon neutrino disappearane,and to measure θ13 by searhing fro eletron neutrino appearane. The reentresults, whih inlude measurements from both neutrino beam and antineutrinobeam are presented.Veloity barrier of matter & antimatter in earlyuniverse.Uday S. Rajput Dr. H. S. Gour university Sagar (M.P.)presented by: Uday S. Rajput email-sanju.s.rajput�gmail.om,phone-+91-9691272202, fax-+91-7585285235oralIn the early universe the matter and antimatter formed in the same quantity.The speeds sparked in the early universe with the formation of matter and anti-matter. As soon as the matter and antimatter formed, the extensive attrationexisting amongst the two reated speeds. These speeds were linear in the pre-liminary seonds, but aording to the basi priniples of physis, the matter& antimatter resists the alteration in its state, and when the speeds began in-reasing beause of the attration, the matter and antimatter in order to resistthis, started revolving on their respetive axis, and thus began the rotation.Rotational speed played a speial roll in important roll in the early universe.As soon as the matter & antimatter began rotating, "restrition areas" weregenerated around all the massive objets. Those objets around whih "light &matter restrition" area existed beame blak holes, and those objets aroundwhih only "matter restrition" area existed, tra! nsformed into either stars orplanets.Wh ere "resstrrition areas" are generated around all the matter & antimat-ter? How our universe was born? Where did the antimatter formed during the24



genesis of the universe go? Why was the need of dark matter and dark energyfelt? How stars, blak holes & galaxies formed?Results and perspetives of the solar axion searhwith the CAST experimentEsther Ferrer Ribas for the CAST Collaboration IRFU,CEA(Salay)presented by: Esther Ferrer Ribas email-eferrer�ea.fr,phone-0169083852, fax-0169085669oralThe status of the solar axion searh with the CERN Axion Solar Telesope(CAST) will be presented. Reent results obtained by the use of 3He as abu�er gas has allowed us to extend our sensitivity to higher axion masses thanour previous measurements with 4He. With about 1 h of data taking at eahof 252 di�erent pressure settings we have sanned the axion mass range 0.39eV≤ ma ≤ 0.64 eV. From the absene of an exess of x rays when the magnet waspointing to the Sun we set a typial upper limit on the axion-photon ouplingof gaγ ≤ 2.3 × 10−10 GeV−1 at 95% C.L., the exat value depending on thepressure setting. CAST published results represent the best experimental limiton the photon ouplings to axions and other similar exoti partiles dubbedWISPs (Weakly Interating Slim Partiles) in the onsidered mass range andfor the �rst time the limit enters the region favored by QCD axion models.Preliminary sensitivities for axio! n masses up to 1.16 eV will also be shown.Expeted sensibilities for the extension of the CAST program up to 2014 willbe presented. Moreover long term options for a new heliosope experiment willbe evoked. Ultra-high energy photons as aLorentz-invariane messengerG. Rubtsov, P. Satunin, S. Sibiryakov Institute forNulear Researh of the Russian Aademy of Sienespresented by: Grigory Rubtsov email-grisha�ms2.inr.a.ru,phone-+7(499)783-9291, fax-+7(499)135-2268posterWe develop a systemati approah to the alulation of sattering ross se-tions in theories with violation of the Lorentz invariane taking into aountthe whole information about the theory Lagrangian. We derive the Feynmanrules and formulas for sums over polarizations in spinor eletrodynamis with25



Lorentz violating operators of dimensions four and six. These rules are ap-plied to ompute the probabilities of several astrophysially relevant proesses.We alulate the rates of photon deay and vauum Cherenkov radiation alongwith the ross setions of eletron-positron pair prodution on bakground ra-diation and in the Coulomb �eld. The latter proess is essential for detetion ofphoton-indued air showers in the atmosphere.Sterile neutrinos: dark matter, baryogenesis andmoreOleg Ruhayskiy CERNpresented by: Oleg Ruhayskiy email-oleg.ruhayskiy�ern.h,phone-+41 22 76 74143 , fax-oralThe Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (nuMSM) has been reently proposedto explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe, the nature of DarkMatter, and neutrino masses by introduing three "sterile neutrinos" with themasses below 100 GeV. It predits that no new physis will be found at the LHCand suggests how the nature of Dark Matter and other "beyond the StandardModel" phenomena an nevertheless be probed with existing experimental teh-nologies. We review the status of the model, existing experimental bounds on itsparameters (oming from the partile physis experiments and from osmology)and prospets for future searhes of sterile neutrinos in laboratory experimentsand in spae.Probing Dark Matter with NeutrinosIna Sarevi University of Arizonapresented by: Ina Sarevi email-ina�physis.arizona.edu,phone-(520) 621-4392, fax-(520) 621-4721oralDark Matter partiles an be aptured in the ore of the Sun or the Eatth,or in the Galati enter, by interating wth the nuleii in the medium. Theapture rate dpends onn the omposition of the medium, dark matter massand its loal density. If the aptured dark matter annihilate or deay into theStandard Model partiles, there is a possibility of produing neutrios whih anbe deteted via muon traks or showers. I will prsentt theoretial preditions forthe indiret detetion of the dark matter partiles via neutrino signals due t theirannnihilations in the ore of the Sun/Eath andd in the Galati enter. I willdisuss how measurements of muons and/or showers by IeCube and KM3NeT26



ay be able to distinguish between di�erent dark matter models, suh as gravitio,Kaluuza-Klein partile or leptophili dark mateerMatter Suppression of Colletive SupernovaNeutrino OsillationsNinetta Saviano, Sovan Chakraborty,Tobias Fisher andAlessandro Mirizzi II. Institut für Theoretishe PhysikUniersität Hammburgpresented by: Ninetta Saviano email-ninetta.saviano�desy.de,phone-, fax-oralWe perform a study of the supernova neutrino �avor evolution during the are-tion phase, using results from reent neutrino hydrodynamis simulations. Inontrast to what was expeted in the presene of only neutrino-neutrino intera-tions, we �nd the multiangle e�ets assoiated with the dense ordinary mattersuppress olletive osillations. The matter suppression implies that neutrinoosillations will start outside the neutrino deoupling region and therefore willhave a negligible impat on the neutrino heating and the explosion dynamis.Moreover we revisit these results performing a linearized stability analysis ofthe equations, with realisti neutrino energy and angle distributions, �nding anagreement with the numerial results.NEXT ExperimentLaura Segui on belhalf of NEXT Collaboration Universityof Zaragoza (Spain)presented by: Laura Seguí email-laurasgii�gmail.om,phone-669951108, fax-oralNew motivation for the searh of the neutrinoless double-beta deay arises fromthe measurements of neutrino osillations as it is still unknown their mass hi-erarhy or if they are Dira or Majorana partiles. The NEXT experiment willoperate a 100 kg high-pressure xenon gas TPC to look for this deay in Xe-136.It is based on eletroluminesene light detetion measured with photomultipli-ers and silion photomultipliers. Three main features make it a very ompetitiveexperiment: an exellent energy resolution, the use of pattern reognition to dis-riminate between bakground and signal and its salability to larger masses.NEXT will be installed at the main hall of the Canfran Underground Labora-tory (LSC). After an ative R&D program �rst prototypes are providing data27



and the TDR has been �nished. The �nal detetor, NEXT-100, is planned torun at the beginning of 2014.Aelerating universe and the expanding atomU.V.S.Seshavatharam and S.LakshminarayanaI-SERVE,AP,India and AU,Indiapresented by: U.V.S. Seshavatharamemail-seshavatharam.uvs�gmail.om and lnsrirama�yahooom,phone-91-81060 85844 and 91- 9440557613, fax-oralIn the osmi Eulidean volume, inverse of the �ne struture ratio is equal to thenatural logarithm of ratio of number of (eletrons or positrons) and the Avogadronumber. Bohr radius of hydrogen atom, quanta of the angular momentum andthe strong interation range - are onneted with the large sale struture ofthe massive universe. In the aelerating universe, as the spae expands, inhydrogen atom, distane between proton and eletron inreases and is diretlyproportional to the size of the universe. Obtained value of the present Hubbleonstant is 69.54 or 70.75 Km/se/Mp. `Rate of derease in �ne strutureratio' is a measure of osmi rate of expansion. Considering the integral nature ofnumber of protons (of any nuleus), integral nature of `hbar' an be understood.Multipliity Dependene of Two-PartileCorrelations in Proton-Proton Collisionsmeasured with ALICE at the LHCEva Siking on behalf of the ALICE Collaboration CERN/ Switzerland and Institute for nulear physis, Universityof Münster / Germanypresented by: Eva Siking email-eva.siking�ern.h, phone-+4122 76 77760, fax-+41 22 767 9480oralWe investigate properties of jets in proton-proton ollisions using two-partileangular orrelations. By hoosing an analysis approah based on two-partileorrelations, the properties of both high-energeti jets and low-energeti jets(minijets) an be aessed. Observing the strength of the orrelation as a fun-tion of the event multipliity reveals jet fragmentation properties as well as theontribution of jets to the overall event multipliity. Furthermore, the analysisdisloses information on the underlying multiple parton interations. We ana-lyze proton-proton ollision data at the enter-of-mass energies sqrts = 0.9, 2.76,28



and 7.0TeV. The ALICE data are ompared to Pythia6, Pythia8, and Phojetsimulations.Status of the GERDA experiment aimed tosearh for neutrinoless double beta deayAnatoly Smolnikov on behalf of the GERDA ollaborationMPIK, Max-Plank-Institut fur Kernphysik,Heidelbergpresented by: Anatoly Smolnikov email-smoln�jinr.ru ,phone-+496221516285, fax-+49 6221 516 802oralObservation of neutrinoless double beta deay would show that neutrinos areMajorana partiles and provide information on the absolute sale of neutrinomass. The GERDA (GERmanium Detetor Array) experiment at the Labora-tori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS, Italy) searhes for the neutrinoless doublebeta deay of 76Ge. Thesetup impleements a new shielding onept by operatingbare germanium detetors (enrihed in 76Ge) in high purity liquid argon sup-plemented by a water shield. GERDA follows a staged implementation: About18 kg of enrihed o-axial germanium detetors have been deployed in Phase Iwhih started physis data taking in November 2011. Additional more than 20kg of novel BEGe (Broad Energy Germanium) detetors are urrently being pro-dued and �rst 7 BEGe detetors are already available. Phase II will enompassthe operation of about 40 kg of enrihed germanium detetors. For this phase itis also planned to install light sensors in the liquid argon, in order to detet thesintllation llight of the liquid argon to veto bakground signals.The GERDAexperimental setup allows also develop and test the experimental tehniques fora possible future one ton experiment to explore the full mass range preditedfor the inverted neutrino mass hierarhy. In this talk status of GERDA PhaseI as well as preparation for Phase II will be presetted.
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Eletromagneti interations of neutrinos inextreme external onditionsAlexander Sudenikin Department of Theoretial Physis,Mosow tate University and JINR-Dubnapresented by: Alexander Studenikinemail-studenik�srd.sinp.msu.ru, phone-007-495-939-16-17,fax-007-495-932-88-20oralAfter a sort rreview on neutrino eletromagneti properties, neutrino eletro-magneti interations under the in�uene of extreme onditions, namely in pres-ene of strong eletromagneti �elds and dense matter, are disussed. We on-sider neutrino motion in presene of extreme onditions in various external ele-tromagneti �elds and media on�gurations within the developed method ofexat solutions of quantum equations for the neutrino wave funtion aount-ing for the �eld and matter presene. Results obtained, in partiular neutrinoenergy quantization in rotating matter, are of interest for appliations in astro-physis.Referene11. C.Giunti� A.Studenikin, "Eletromagneti properties of neutrino", Phys.Atom.Nul.73 (2009) 2089-2125, arXiv:0812.3646 v5, 12 Apr 2010. 2 A.Studenikinn, "Neu-trino magneti moment: a window to new physis", Nul.hys..B (Pro.Supl.)188 (2009) 220. 3. K.Kouzako, A.Studenikin, "Magneti neutrino satteringon atomi eletrons revisted", Phys.Lett.B 696 (2011) 252-256. 4.K.Kouzakov,A.Studenikin, M.Voloshin, "Neutrino-impat ionization of atoms in searh forneutrino magneti moment", Phys.Rev.D 83 (2011) 113001. 5. A.Studeniknn,"Method of exat solutions of wave equations in studies of neutrinos and ele-trons in dense matter", J.Phys.A: Math.Theor. 41 (2008) 16407 (20 pp). 6.I.Balntsev� Yu.Popov, A.Studenikin, "On the problem of relativisti partilemotion in strong magneti �eld and dense matter", J. Phys. A: Math. Theor.44 (2011) 255301 (12p...
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Standard osmology with time delay parameterMarek Szydlowski, Adam Krawie AstronomialObservatory, Jagiellonian University; Mark Ka ComplexSystems Researh Centre, Jagiellonian Universitypresented by: Marek Szydlowskiemail-marek.szydlowski�uj.edu.pl, phone-, fax-oralWe introdue to standard osmologial models time delay tau parameter. Thenthe Friedmann equations assumed the forms of �rst order delay di�erential equa-tion 3H2 = ρ(t−τ)+Λ, where ρ is lassial energy density and τ is the Plankiantime. The energy density of the perfet �uid has the sense after the Plank de-lay. The problem of initial onditions is formulated for the initial funtion Hgiven in the time interval [−τ ,0℄. We postulated the form of the initial funtionas loop quantum osmology solutions for a massless salar �eld. We investigatedthe solutions of the delay Friedmann like equations. The possibility of obtainingyli evolution representing by a limit yle is also investigatedNeutrino �avor osillations in aelerating matterP. Kirihenko, A.Studenikin, I.Tokarev Department oftheoretial physis, Mosow State Universitypresented by: Ilya Tokarev email-tokarev.ilya.msu�gmail.om,phone-8 (495) 939-16-17, fax-oralA short review on studies of neutrino �avor osillations in moving with a on-stant speed matter is presented. Then neutrino �avor osillations in mattermoving with aeleration are onsidered. We develop an approah that is validfor both nonrelativisti and relativisti matter motion. For both these ases thee�etive neutrino potentials in aelerating matter are obtained and neutrino �a-vor osillation probabilities and the Mikheyev ;Smirnov ;Wolfenstein resonaneonditions are evaluated. The obtained results in the limit of zero matter ael-eration reprodue the orresponding expressions for the ase of matter at rest.The developed approah is applied for neutrino �avor osillations in the aseof rotating matter. The results obtained might be of interest for astrophysialappliations.
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A possible new mehanism of osmi γ�rays emis-sionK. Urbanowski1,University of Zielona Góra, Institute of Physis,ul. Prof. Z. Szafrana 4a, 65�516 Zielona Góra, Poland.oralNot all mehanisms of an emission of very high energy osmi gamma�rays arelear. We �nd that harged unstable partiles as well as neutral unstable par-tiles with non�zero magneti moment whih live su�iently long may emiteletromagneti radiation. This new mehanism is onneted with properties ofunstable partiles at the post exponential time region. Analyzing the transitiontime region between exponential and non-exponential form of the survival am-plitude it is found that the instantaneous energy of the unstable partile antake very large values, muh larger than the energy of this state for t from theexponential time region. Basing on the results obtained for a model onsidered,it is shown that this purely quantum mehanial e�et may be responsible forausing unstable partiles to emit eletromagneti�, X� or γ�rays at some timeintervals from the transition time regions.Late time propertiesof a deaying false vauumK. Urbanowski2, University of Zielona Góra, Institute ofPhysis,ul. Prof. Z. Szafrana 4a, 65�516 Zielona Góra, Poland.oralThe false vauum states are unstable and they deay by tunneling. Some of themmay survive up to times when their survival probability has a non�exponentialform. At times muh latter than the transition time, when ontributions to thesurvival probability of its exponential and non�exponential parts are ompara-ble, the survival probability as a funtion of time t has an inverse power�likeform. We show that at this time region the instantaneous energy of the falsevauum states tends to the energy of the true vauum state as 1

t2
for t → ∞.1e�mail: K.Urbanowski�proton.if.uz.zgora.pl2e�mail: K.Urbanowski�proton.if.uz.zgora.pl32



ATLAS measurements of inlusive W and Zprodution as probes of the Standard ModelManuella Vinter for the ATLAS Collaboration CarletonUniversitypresented by: Manuella Vinteremail-vinter�physis.arleton.a, phone-+41 22 767 1139, fax-+ 41 22767 8350posterThe inlusive prodution of W and Z bosons has been measured as a funtionof rapidity and transverse momentum in leptoni deay hannels. The dataonstrain partons densities, test non-perturbative models and higher-order per-turbative alulation, and via measurements of the polarisation and branhingratios, onstrain eletroweak oupling. A seletion of these results will be pre-sented. Searhing for Dark Matter: The LUXExperimentLuiz de Viveiros, on behalf of the LUX CollaborationLIP-Coimbrapresented by: Luiz de Viveirosemail-luiz.deviveiros�oimbra.lip.pt, phone-+351-911765421, fax-oralLUX (Large Underground Xenon) is a dark matter detetion experiment using a350 kg dual-phase Xe TPC. It aims at a WIMP-nuleon ross-setion sensitivityof 7e − 46cm2 for a 100 GeV WIMP. It will surpass all existing dark matterlimits for WIMP masses above 10 GeV within days of beginning its siene run.LUX has ended the surfae run in the Sanford Lab at Homestake, where allsystems were tested in their �nal on�guration, and is urrently being deployedunderground. Light and harge signals were alibrated using radioative souresand Muon traks during a 90-day period of stable ryogeni operation. It marksthe �rst suessful use of tehnologies proposed for tonne-sale detetors, suhas water shielding and thermosyphon ryogenis.
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STUDY OF PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRALNUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS T HHIGHENERGIES USING A NEW METHOD BASEDON RANDOM MATRIX TEOORYz.wazir International Islami University Islamabadpresented by: z.wazir email-zafar_ wazir�yahoo.om, phone-, fax-oralOne of the important experimental methods to get the information on thehanges of states of nulear matter by inreasing its baryon density is the studyof properties of hadron-nulear and nulear-nulear interations depending onthe entrality of ollisions at high energies. On the other hand the entrality ofollisions an not be de�ned diretly in the experiment. In di�erent experimentsthe values of the entrality are de�ned as a number of identi�ed protons , pro-jetiles' and targets' fragments, slow partiles, all partiles, as the energy �ow ofthe partiles with emission angles �á �° 0�a or with �á �° 90�a. Apparently,it is not simple to ompare quantitatively the results on entrality-dependenesobtained in literature while on the other hand the de�nition of entrality ouldsigni�antly in�uene the �nal results. May be this is a reason, why we ouldnot get a lear signal on new phases of strongly interating matter, though a lotof interest! ing information has been given in those experiments. Ref. [1℄ pro-poses a novel method for analysis of experimental data obtained at high energynuleus-nuleus ollisions. The method, based on the ideas of Random MatrixTheory [2℄. The important advantage of the method is that it is free from un-wanted bakground ontributions, it does not produe bakground informationduring applying and the results are visual ones. The analysis has been donefor di�erent range of values of the momentum of seondary harged partiles:0.15-1.14 (region I); 1.14-4.0 GeV/ (region II) and 4.0-7.5 GeV/ (region III).In eah region the p(s) are de�ned [3℄. One ould �nd that: the behavior of p(s)for partiles from Region I ould desribe by Passion distribution, there is somedeviation for the behavior of p(s) from Poisson distribution in region II andWigner type distribution appear for behavior of p(s) de�ned for the partilesfrom region III. These results are demonstrated in the Figure and they wouldbe explained by di�erent ways. Be! ause of a lot of di�erent mehanism ouldbe reason to appear Wigner type behavior for p(s) distribution.S Figure. Te p(ss) distributions for harged partiles produed in 12CC at4.2 AGeV/ in : (a) region I; (b) region II; () region III.I ur talk wwe o�er to use the above mentioned method to �x the entrality ofollisions. We are studying of the behavior of p(s) funtion in the three de�nedmomentum regions as a funtion of harged partiles (negative and positivepions and protons) multipliity (Nharge). We have found that the observedpitures for seond and third regions hange with Nharge. For the events with34



some maximum number of Nharge we ould get Poisson distributions for p(s)instead Wigner ones in seond and third regions of momentum. We support touse these values of Nharge as some ritial ones to �x the entrality.Referens1.. E.I.Shahaliev, R.G.Nazmitdinov, A.A.Kuznetsov, M.K.Suleymanov, O.V.Teryaev.Physis of Atomi Nulei, 2006, Vol. 69, No. 1, pp. 142¡V146. . M. L. Mehta�RandomMatries, Seond ed.(Aademi, New York, 1991) 3. T.Ghur,. Muuller-Groeling, and H.A. Weidenmuller, Phys.Rep. 299,189 198..Observation of Eletron AntineutrinoDisappearane by the Daya Bay ReatorNeutrino ExperimentChristopher White Illinois Institute of Tehnologypresented by: Christopher White email-white�iit.edu, phone-1312 567 3734, fax-1 312 567 3494oralMany experiments have demonstrated the neutrino's ability to hange �avorwhile traveling through spae. One of the last remaining unknown parametersdesribing these osillations, θ13, is ruial in de�ning the magnitude of possibleCP-violation in the lepton setor, and examining the neutrino's role in the uni-verse's matter-antimatter asymmetry. The Daya Bay experiment has measured
θ13 with unpreedented preision by observing the disappearane of reator an-tineutrinos with idential detetors at multiple loations. With roughly twomonths of data, the experiment has measured the value of sin2(2theta13) to be
0.920.17, and exluded the θ13 = 0 hypothesis to �ve standard deviations. Thistalk will desribe the Daya Bay experiment and urrent results.Searhes for Astrophysial Neutrinos withIeCubeDawn Williams University of Alabamapresented by: Dawn Williams email-, phone-, fax-oralPowrful astropphysial objets suh as ative galati nulei, ore ollapse su-pernova jets and gamma ray bursts are potential soures of the highest energyosmi rays. Many models of osmi ray proton aeleration predit a orre-sponding �ux of neutrinos in the TeV-PeV energy range. The detetion of as-trophysial neutrinos requires the largest neutrino detetor ever built: IeCube,a ubi-kilometer array loated near the geographi South Pole.35



IeCube onsists of 86 ables with 60 digital optial modules per able, de-ployed between 1450 and 2450 meters deep in the Antarti ie. The detetorinludes an inner array of densely spaed ables alled DeepCore, whih en-hanes IeCube's performane at low energies, and an array of air-shower de-tetion tanks on the surfae. IeCube has been olleting data throughout itsonstrution, whih was ompleted in 2010.I wil evieww tthe latest results from astrophysial neutrino searhes withthe IeCube detetor, prospets for future searhes, and the impliations forneutrino prodution in astrophysial souees.Searhing for the Dira nature of neutrinos:ombining neutrinoless double beta deay andneutrino mass measurementsChan Fai Wong, Silvia Pasoli IPPP, Durham Universitypresented by: Chan Fai Wongemail-han-fai.wong�durham.a.uk, phone-(0044)7942618007, fax-Establishing the nature of neutrino, whether they are Dira or Majorana parti-les, is one of the fundamental questions we need to assure in partile physis.It will tell us if lepton number is a onserved symmetry of the physis BSM.Neutrinoless double beta deay is the tool of hoie for testing the Majorananautre of neutrinos. A wide experimental e�ort taking plae worldwide andsoon new results will beome available.Study of sterile neutrino mixing in low energyneutrino fatorySilvia Pasoli, Chan-Fai Wong IPPP, Durham Universitypresented by: Chan-Fai Wongemail-han-fai.wong�durham.a.uk, phone-(0044)7942618007, fax-posterA neutrino fatory has been suggested as a powerful tool for studying newphysis, for example, sterile neutrinos, exploiting its near detetors.Here we use tee new version of GLoBES, to study the potential of a low en-ergy neutrino fatory (LENF) in onstraining the sterile mixing angles and themass-square di�erene. Unlike in onventional long baseline neutrino experi-ments, the νµ → νe and νe → νe hannels are also inluded, sine they areproved helpful in onstraining θ14.Moreover the rreent re-analysis of reator neutrino experiments suggests thepresene of neutrino osillations due to large sterile neutrino mixing wit νe.36



WWe show that, with a near detetor, LENF an onstrain the sterile param-eter values in a very small range and helps us to hek the reent ReatorAnomaly.Finally we willl explore the dependene of the performane of the LENF de-pending on di�erent experimental setups, suh like the detetor type (TASDand LiAr), the energy range, the systemati errors. e..Asymmetri WIMP Dark Matter andDM/antiDM OsillationsMaro Cirelli, Paolo Pani, Geraldine Servant, GabrijelaZaharijas, CERN, Theory Division; Salay, IPhT;CP3-origins & the Danish Institute for Advaned StudyDIAS; ICTP, Triestepresented by: Gabrijela Zaharijas email-gzaharij�itp.it, phone-,fax-oralIn asymmetri DM senarios the DM partile X arries a harge, analogous tothe baryoni setor. This opens a possibility to relate the DM abundane tothe lepton or baryon asymmetry, and therefore to address the two big puzzlessimultaneously. In this talk I will disuss the e�et of osillations between darkmatter and its antipartile on the evolution of the DM reli abundane andshow how osillations re-open the parameter spae of asymmetri DM modelsand hange appliable phenomenologial bounds.
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